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Abstract: Data sharing being important functionality in cloud storage implements how to securely, efficiently, and 

flexibly share data with others. The public-key cryptosystems produce constant size cipher texts that efficiently 

delegate the decryption rights for any set of cipher texts. The significance is that one can total any arrangement of 

mystery keys and make them as conservative as a solitary key, yet including the energy of all the keys being 

accumulated. The mystery key holder can discharge a consistent size total key for adaptable decisions of figure content 

set in distributed storage; however the other encoded documents outside the set stay secret. The total key can be 

advantageously sent to others or be put away in a brilliant card with exceptionally restricted secure stockpiling. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Cloud computing is the use of computing resources that are delivered as a service over a network. The name comes 

from the common use of a cloud-shaped symbol as an abstraction for the complex infrastructure it contains in system 

diagrams. Cloud computing entrusts remote services with a user's data, software and computation. Cloud computing 

consists of hardware and software resources made available on the Internet as managed third-party services. These 

services typically provide access to advanced software applications and high-end networks of server computers. 

The objective of distributed computing is to apply conventional supercomputing, or superior processing power, 

regularly utilized by military and research offices, to perform several trillions of calculations for each second, in 

purchaser situated applications, for example, monetary portfolios, to convey customized data, to give information 

stockpiling or to control huge, immersive PC amusements. The cloud computing uses networks of large groups 

of servers typically running low-cost consumer PC technology with specialized connections to spread data-processing 

chores across them. This shared IT infrastructure contains large pools of systems that are linked together. 

Often, virtualization techniques are used to maximize the power of cloud computing.  

 

 
Characteristics and Services Models: 

The salient characteristics of cloud computing based on the definitions provided by the National Institute of Standards 

and Terminology (NIST) are outlined below: 

On-demand self-service: A consumer can unilaterally provision computing capabilities, such as server time and 

network storage, as needed automatically without requiring human interaction with each service’s provider.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computing
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/N/network.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/S/server.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/I/IT.html
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Broad network access: Capabilities are available over the network and accessed through standard mechanisms that 

promote use by heterogeneous thin or thick client platforms (e.g., mobile phones, laptops, and PDAs).  

Resource pooling: The provider’s computing resources are pooled to serve multiple consumers using a multi-tenant 

model, with different physical and virtual resources dynamically assigned and reassigned according to consumer 

demand. There is a feeling of area freedom in that the client by and large has no control or information over the correct 

area of the gave assets however might have the capacity to indicate area at a more elevated amount of reflection. 

Rapid elasticity: Capabilities can be rapidly and elastically provisioned, in some cases automatically, to quickly scale 

out and rapidly released to quickly scale in. To the consumer, the capabilities available for provisioning often appear to 

be unlimited and can be purchased in any quantity at any time.  

Measured service: Cloud systems automatically control and optimize resource use by leveraging a metering capability 

at some level of abstraction appropriate to the type of service. Resource usage can be managed, controlled, and reported 

providing transparency for both the provider and consumer of the utilized service.                    Its flexible and cost 

optimizing characteristic motivates the end user as well as enterprises to store the data on cloud. The insider attack is 

one of security concern which’s needs to be focused. Cloud Service provider need to make sure whether audits are held 

for users who have physical access to the server. As cloud service provider stores the data of different users on same 

server it is possible that user’s private data is leaked to others. The public auditing system of data storage security in 

cloud computing provides a privacy-preserving auditing protocol. A new way for public-key encryption is used called 

as key aggregate cryptosystem. The encryption is done through an identifier of Cipher text known as class, with public 

key. The classes are formed by classifying the cipher text. The key owner has the master secret key which is helpful for 

extracting secret key. So in above scenario now the Alice can send an aggregate key to bob through an email and the 

encrypted data is downloaded from drop box through the aggregate key. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

Existing System: 

Considering data privacy, a traditional way to ensure it is to rely on the server to enforce the access control after 

authentication, which means any unexpected privilege escalation will expose all data. In a shared-tenancy cloud 

computing environment, things become even worse. Regarding availability of files, there are a series of cryptographic 

schemes which go as far as allowing a third-party auditor to check the availability of files on behalf of the data owner 

without leaking anything about the data, or without compromising the data owner’s anonymity. Likewise, cloud users 

probably will not hold the strong belief that the cloud server is doing a good job in terms of confidentiality. A 

cryptographic solution, with proven security relied on number-theoretic assumptions is more desirable, whenever the 

user is not perfectly happy with trusting the security of the VM or the honesty of the technical staff.  

 

Disadvantages of Existing System: 

 The costs and complexities involved generally increase with the number of the decryption keys to be shared. 

 The encryption key and decryption key are different in public key encryption.  

 

Proposed System: 

We study how to make a decryption key more powerful in the sense that it allows decryption of multiple cipher texts, 

without increasing its size. Specifically, our problem statement is “To design an efficient public-key encryption scheme 

which supports flexible delegation in the sense that any subset of the cipher texts (produced by the encryption scheme) 

is decrypt table by a constant-size decryption key”. We solve this problem by introducing a special type of public-key 

encryption which we call key-aggregate cryptosystem (KAC). In KAC, users encrypt a message not only under a 

public-key, but also under an identifier of cipher text called class. That means the cipher texts are further categorized 

into different classes. The key owner holds a master-secret called master-secret key, which can be used to extract secret 

keys for different classes. More importantly, the extracted key have can be an aggregate key which is as compact as a 

secret key for a single class, but aggregates the power of many such keys, i.e., the decryption power for any subset of 

cipher text classes. 

 

Advantages of Proposed System: 

 The extracted key have can be an aggregate key which is as compact as a secret key for a single class. 

 The delegation of decryption can be efficiently implemented with the aggregate key. 

 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 

 

The aggregation cryptosystem consists of efficient Key Aggregate Cryptosystem algorithm. The data owner set up the 

general public parameter using Setup and creates a public/private (master) key and combines using KeyGen. The secret 
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file is encrypted utilizing CP-ABE algorithm. The information owner will make use the master-secret to come up with 

aggregate decipher key for a collection of data files. The created keys might be passed to delegates safely. At last, any 

client with total key will unscramble information record and download it. An accepted utilization of KAC is 

information sharing. The key collection property is particularly helpful when we anticipate that assignment will be 

effective and adaptable. The KAC plans empower a substance supplier to share information in a private and specific 

route, with a settled and little figure content extension, by circulating to each approved client a solitary and little total 

key. We think about how to make a decoding key all the more intense as in it permits unscrambling of various figure 

writings, without expanding its size. In KAC, clients encode a message under an open key, as well as under an 

identifier of figure content called class. That implies the figure writings are additionally classified into various classes. 

The key proprietor holds a mystery called ace mystery key, which can be utilized to extricate mystery keys for various 

classes. All the more imperatively, the separated key have can be a total key which is as smaller as a mystery key for a 

solitary class, however totals the energy of numerous such keys, i.e., the unscrambling power for any subset of figure 

content classes. Information partaking in distributed storage utilizing KAC. Assume Alice needs to share her 

information m1, m2,...., mn on the server. The framework parameter and open key pk can be made open and ace 

mystery key msk ought to be kept mystery by Alice. Anyone can then encrypt each mi by Ci = Encrypt (pk, i, mi). The 

encrypted data are uploaded to the server. With parameter and pk, people who cooperate with Alice can update Alice’s 

data on the server. Once Alice is willing to share a set S of her data with a friend Bob, she can compute the aggregate 

key KS for Bob by performing Extract (msk, S). Since KS is just a constant size key, it is easy to be sent to Bob 

through a secure e-mail. After obtaining the aggregate key, Bob can download the data he is authorized to access. 

 

Modules: 

1. Data Owner(Alice) 

2. Network Storage 

3. Aggregate Key Transfer 

4. User(Bob) 

 

Data Owner (Alice): 

In this module we executed by the data owner to setup an account on an entrusted server. On input a security level 

parameter 1
λ 

and the number of cipher text class’s n, it outputs the public system parameter param, which is omitted 

from the input of the other algorithms for brevity. 

 

Network Storage (Drop box): 

With our solution, Alice can simply send Bob a single aggregate key via a secure e-mail. Bob can download the 

encrypted photos from Alice’s drop box space and then use this aggregate key to decrypt these encrypted photos. In this 

Network Storage is entrusted third party server or drop box.  

 

Aggregate Key Transfer: 

A key-aggregate encryption scheme consists of five polynomial-time algorithms as follows. The data owner establishes 

the public system parameter via Setup and generates a public/master-secret key pair via KeyGen. Messages can be 

encrypted via Encrypt by anyone who also decides what cipher text class is associated with the plaintext message to be 

encrypted. The data owner can use the master-secret to generate an aggregate decryption key for a set of cipher text 

classes via Extract. The generated keys can be passed to delegates securely finally; any user with an aggregate key can 

decrypt any cipher text provided that the cipher text’s class is contained in the aggregate key via Decrypt 

 

User (Bob): 

The generated keys can be passed to delegates securely (via secure e-mails or secure devices) finally; any user with an 

aggregate key can decrypt any cipher text provided that the cipher text’s class is contained in the aggregate key via 

Decrypt. 

 

IV. RESULTS 

 

 
Fig: Screen Shot For Home Page 
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Fig: Screen Shot For Admin Login 

 

 
Fig: Screen Shot to Upload Files 

 

 
Fig: Screen Shot to Enter Public Key 

 

 
Fig: Screen Shot to Enter Private Key 

 

 
Fig: Screen Shot of Private Key 

 

 
Fig: Screen Shot for Encrypted Data 

 

 
Fig: Screen Shot of Uploaded Files Details 

 

 
Fig: Screen Shot of Keys to be shared 
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Fig: Screen Shot of Entire Files Details 

 

 
Fig: Screen Shot Of User Registration 

 

 
Fig: Screen Shot of User Login 

 

 
Fig: Screen Shot to Download Files 

 

 
Fig: Screen Shot of Keys got in the Mail 

 

 
Fig: Screen shot of files Location after Downloading 

 

V. CONCLUSIONAND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

 

The most effective method to secure client's information protection is a focal inquiry of distributed storage. With more 

numerical gadgets, cryptographic plans are getting more adaptable and often incorporate different keys for a single 

application. We consider how to "pack" riddle enters with no attempt at being subtle key cryptosystems which support 

task of secret keys for different figure content classes in appropriated capacity. Notwithstanding which one among the 

power set of classes, the delegate can basically get an aggregate key of steady size. 
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Our approach is more flexible than hierarchical key assignment which can only save spaces if all key-holders share a 

similar set of privileges. A limitation in our work is the predefined bound of the number of maximum cipher text 

classes. In cloud storage, the number of cipher texts usually grows rapidly. So we have to reserve enough cipher text 

classes for the future extension.  

 

Although the parameter can be downloaded with cipher texts, it would be better if its size is independent of the 

maximum number of cipher text classes. On the other hand, when one carries the delegated keys around in a mobile 

device without using special trusted hardware, the key is prompt to leakage, designing a leakage-resilient cryptosystem 

yet allows efficient and flexible key delegation is also an interesting direction. 
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